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Michel Gerren
Director 
Lincoln Heights Film Festival

Welcome

Welcome to the 5th edition of the Lincoln Heights Film 
Festival, another opportunity to celebrate all that is 
great about the world of student cinema. Film as an 
art form is constantly in flux – culturally, financially and 
technically – but never ceases to make an impact. 
Great journeys have modest beginnings. Before they 
came to be revered by a legion of fans and inspired 
future filmmakers many great directors were students 
learning film making and trying to get a grasp of       
the medium. These films make for an interesting 
watch, since they provide a peek into traits that would 
later define the oeuvre of many of these filmmakers. 
Besides serving as a showcase for their capabilities, 
these films also helped many of these directors to 
clinch feature film projects and marked the start of a 
memorable journey. The best short films have a few 
key things in common: concise storytelling, great 
performances, an original concept, and stunning 
visuals. Right now, we present to you our past list of 
short films submitted to the Lincoln Heights Film 
Festival from 2017 -2021

GILBERT A. 

CEDILLO 
COUNCILMEMBER 

FIRST DISTRICT Greetings, 

I congratulate the Lincoln Heights Film Festival 
on its first student film festival. am humbled to 
sponsor this event and to join you in celebrating 
and honoring your films that highlight the lives 
and communities in Los Angeles.         

Together lets empower students throughout Los 
Angeles to achieve their dreams making films. 

I look forward to joining you on this joyous 

occasion. 

Sincerely, 

�l��U� 
Gilbert A. Cedillo 
Councilmember, District 1 

CITY HALL 200 N. Spring St. Room 470 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 Tel: (213) 

473-7001 • Fax: (213) 473-7462 
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Eagle Rock Soaring to Lincoln Heights 

This year marks the second year of the video 

production program at Eagle Rock High School 

and with its popularity among students, staff, 

and community it will only keep growing. Next 

year Eagle Rock is expanding the program to its 

middle school level as well. The students in the 

video production program have grown signifi

cantly in the past year volunteering more time 

to film more projects for the school and 

community. This year's submissions include a 

short film titled "Sam" from Maya Bellew and 

Brandon Kenny about a transgender students' 

ability to find voice and support. A short film 

titled "Mind over Matter" by Gian Ygot and Leo 

Lopez about the rise and fall of bagboy. A PSA 

commercial called SkillsUSA by Elizabeth 

Grimm and Riley Strozykowski about what 

do you need to become successful. A PSA 

called '½busing the Hall Pass" by Luke Chi, 

Josh Brown, Melanie Manuel, and Mathiew 

Mahinan showing the dangers of not using the 

hall pass right. Lastly a PSA called "Clicking is 

as Bad as Hitting" by Daniela Diaz, Kyle 

Vicencio, and Geneive Rocha showing the 

effects of cyber bullying. 

SOTOMAYOR 

In sports, most of us root for upsets - unless they come at the expense of our own team. 

Ultimately, our team winning is the priority, and upsets are a thrilling, secondary interest. Our 

team goes into this year's playoffs as the underdog but with a lot of confidence. In our movie 

we find out the status of our team before our playoff run. 

WILSON 

Everyone spends their time differently. Me and my teammates spend a lot of time on a softball 

field, in the middle of nowhere, covered in dirt, sweat, and occasionally blood, cheering until 

we where hoarse and playing so many games that we would barely be able to move on Monday 

morning. While all of our other friends were sleeping and shopping, we would arrive at the 

field by 6:45 a.m. for an 8 a.m. game, to be at the field until 8 p.m. Sometimes winning and 

sometimes losing. We wanted to find out what is the beautiful thing about failing and winning 

that keeps us coming back for more. 

Softball changed my life 

LINCOLN HS FILMS 
If the Video Production Program at Lincoln High School were any more of a 
real world work experience, we'd need to give our students salaries and 
benefits! Okay, a little exaggerated, but our video students do rise daily to 
meet the challenges of deadlines and copy line. Our kids are learning the 
value of teamwork and hard work every day. Visual media is everywhere in 
our society. Our program is an avenue to explore various career options 
while learning professionalism, teamwork, and confidence through meeting 
challenges. 

Students learn the importance of voice level and speaking slowly and 
clearly. They also learn the importance of research and of presenting both 
sides of an issue with a fair and impartial balance. The need for teamwork is 
present whether working in the TV studio or in the field.



At every turn, the COVID-19 pandemic has 
disproportionately impacted low-income 
people and communities of color. And at every 
turn, St. John’s has risen to the challenge, 
launching massive testing and contact tracing 
programs, services for the homeless, and 
life-saving monoclonal antibody infusion 
treatments. Our commitment to vaccinating 
the communities we serve has been no 
different. We kept vigilant watch on the 
vaccine development and approval timeline, 
determined that South LA would not be left 
behind. We inserted ourselves in all levels of 
conversation related to the vaccine - ensuring 
that the failure to adequately provide COVID-19 
resources for Black and Brown communities at 
the outset of the pandemic was not repeated.

OUR 
COMMITMENT 
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THANKS TO DINO'S BURGERS SPECIAL  
EVENTS 



LINCOLN HEIGHTS FILM 
FESTIVAL 2019

Three years ago we began with an idea that started 
a journey that would awaken a movement within our 
community. The Lincoln Heights Film Festival 
Thursday May, 23rd 2019 @ Lincoln High School 
celebrated independent achievement and hard work 
while promoting a productive setting for high school 
students to showcase their talent. This year’s festival 
to benefit the participating schools Arts & Sports 
programs through Youth Film Productions, a 501 c-3 
non-profit based in Lincoln Heights. 

“There is more than one way to measure a student's 
abilities, high school after school programs build 
character traits that aren't measured in a typical, 
standardized tests and allows the students to excel 
beyond the textbooks. The Lincoln Heights Film 
Festival is the Senior Prom for the schools best 
filmmakers with cash & prizes being handed out, 

honoring the  best in film. 
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LINCOLN HEIGHTS FILM FESTIVAL 2020

Sponsored by Councilman Cedillo and the Lincoln Star Newspaper
We had some great entries for the Contest and it is interesting looking at the movies people came up with. Now we 
announce our 2020 winners.
**BEST FILM **"Go Home" created by Oscar Vasquez and Lincoln Debenham
STAFF PICK 'Debate Room' , a film submitted 2020 film festival for Calyx Prohias and Zach McMullan
AUDIENCE CHOICE AWARD. 'My Hero', a film submitted by Cynthia Sandoval Jasmyne Rodriguez Angel Gabriel Rodriguez 
Jr. and Isaac Elias Rodriguez
RUNNER UP 'Finally'**, a film submitted by 2020 Wilson High School grad Carmen Castillo
PREMIERED - LATE ENTREE 'Peace And Recovery', Submission by Jacob Bernardino and Anthony Aguirre
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LINCOLN HEIGHTS FILM FESTIVAL 2021

We had some great entries for the Contest and it is interesting looking at the movies people came up with. 
Now it’s up to the public to help us choose a winner, Winners will be announced July 12th 2021. Members 
of the public are invited to select the “Audience Choice Award” winner. You can view and vote for your 
favorite film. Other entrees can be seen at mvpchannel.net

** 1)'Gated', a film submitted by Calyx Prohias and Zach McMullan
** 2) "Social Anxiety"** a film submitted by Eagle Rock High School 8th grade
** 3) 'Sinking'**, a film submitted by Dylan Eng, Liam Hincker and Charles Shotwell 
** 4) 'No Face'**, a film submitted by Eagle Rock High School 8th grade
** 5) 'Lorelei'**, a film submitted by Eagle Rock High School 8th grade

ALL EAGLE ROCK FIELD



Thank you to our 2021 sponsors
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